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Miscellaneous

● Source code:
(tar) http://tinyurl.com/d2source
(zip) http://tinyurl.com/d2source2

● Slides:
http://tinyurl.com/d2slides

● Solutions:
(tar) http://tinyurl.com/d2solution
(zip) http://tinyurl.com/d2solution2

● My email is jiarong@umd.edu

http://tinyurl.com/d2source
http://tinyurl.com/d2source2
http://tinyurl.com/d2slides
http://tinyurl.com/d2solution
http://tinyurl.com/d2solution2


Review: string

● string.split(sep)
○ split a string by whitespaces string.split()

● join: concatenate a list or a tuple of strings 
with separator

separator.join(list)
' '.join(['lunch','dinner'])        => 'lunch dinner'

Exercise: Finish the code in eg_join.py:
1. Join the string list wList = ['state','of','the','art'] 
with '-'
2. Concatenate a series of integers from 0 to 49
=> output: 012345...474849
Hint: use range(n) or xrange(n) function



Review: open a file

● Open a file: open(filename, mode)
○ read:

○ write:

○ append:

○ Always remember to close the file: f.close()
○ Open a file with with keyword:
with open('foo.txt', 'r') as f:

<statements>

f = open('foo.txt','r')

f = open('foo.txt','a')

f = open('foo.txt','w')



Review: read from a file

● Read from a file: f.read(bytes)
○ read the whole file

○ read a line

○ read all the lines to a list

○ read line by line with a for loop

for line in f:
<statements>

f.read()

f.readline()

f.readlines()



Review: write to a file

● write string to a file: 

○ output has to be converted to string before write to 
the file

○ write a sequence to the file

○ write an empty line to the file

f.write(string)

f.writelines(string list)

f.writeline()



Review: for loop

● Iterate by sequence index:

for iterating_var in sequences:
<statements>

for ind in range(len(fruit)):
<statements>

Exercise: Finish the following code in 
runningExample1.py or create your own running 
example file
1. Open file "LeavesOfGrass.txt"
2. Split the file into lower-cased words by 
whitespace characters
Hint: string.lower()



Word Count (I)

● What's the problem of directly applying split() 
function?

● How to remove punctuations from the text?
○ punctuation list
○ regular expression (Day 3)
○ ...
Exercise: Finish the code in runningExample2.py or 
continue your previous code: 
split the input file into lower-cased word list
Hint 1: import string, the list of punctuations is: string.
punctuation
Hint 2: check a string is not a member of the list: not in
Hint 3: String addition "+"



Word Count (I) Cont.

● e.g. Count the number of occurrence of 
number 10 in the list num=[10,2,7,10,7,3]

or

count = 0
for n in num:

if n==10:
count += 1

num.count(10)

Exercise: Finish the code in runningExample3.py or 
continue your previous code: 
count the number of occurrence of word "grass"



Dictionary

● An unordered set of key-value pairs
● Basic operations:

○ Constructor
■ empty dictionary: fruit= {}
■ create a dictionary with ('apple':2,'orange':5)

○ Add/change a value in the dictionary

fruit = {'apple':2, 'orange':5}
fruit = dict([('apple',2), ('orange',5)])
fruit = dict(apple=2, orange=5)

fruit['banana']=3 => {'apple':2, 'orange':5, 'banana':3}
fruit['apple']=3 => {'apple':3, 'orange':3, 'banana':3}



Dictionary (cont.)

● get value from dictionary

● delete a key from dictionary

● check if a key exists in the dictionary

fruit['banana']           => 3
fruit.get('banana')    => 3
fruit.get('pear',0)      => 0

del fruit['banana']    => {'apple':2, 'orange':3}

'banana' in fruit         => False
fruit.has_key('apple')   => True



Dictionary (cont.)

● get all the keys in the dictionary

● Loop

○ Note: for f in fruit.keys() is necessary if the keys will 
be changed in the iteration

fruit.keys()  =>  ['apple', 'orange']

for item in fruit:
<statements>

for item, count in fruit.iteritems():
<statements>



Word Count (II)

Exercise: Finish the code in runningExample4.py or 
continue your previous code: 

count the number of occurrence of all words and save it 
to the file "count_LeavesOfGrass.txt"



Homework
● Read the following python wiki page for “how to sort”: http://wiki.

python.org/moin/HowTo/Sorting
● Redo the word count II exercise, with output file sorted by the 

number of the word count (descending)

● Use the data (10 books from Gutenberg.org) from ‘./data’
● Read the following introduction for module “os” and “os.listdir

(path)”: http://docs.python.org/2/library/os.html
● Import os module and read the files one-by-one (Hint: how to get 

the file list under a directory)
● For each file, count the number of occurrence of each word with 

dictionary
● Save a sorted list (descending) of “word (tab) count” (for each file) 

to a new file
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